
Thank you for your purchase.

Though your Curious Correspondence Club chapter is on its way, 
we can’t guarantee it’ll reach its destination by your intended date.
If you purchased it as a gift for someone and want to make sure they 
have something to unwrap, please continue reading!

The following pages can be printed and used as a standalone puzzle, designed to create 

anticipation and delight ahead of receiving their first Curious Correspondence Club delivery. 

Whether you purchased this as a present for somebody else or even yourself, we encourage you 

to have fun with the materials. 

Print the following pages in either normal or textured paper, cut them along the dotted lines 

(or don’t) and fold them, crumple them, age them, stain them! Finally, collate them all, ideally 

inside an unmarked envelope, ensuring you don’t add any inscriptions, notes, or marks that 

could be misconstrued as clues.

If, on the other hand, you would prefer to send this digitally, you can download it from the 

following link to send it on www.curiouscorrespondence.com/pages/holidayhint

We hope you and your loved ones have fun with this pre-gift, and the one that’s about to arrive.

1x letter
1x handwritten note
1x old Tree of Life illustration
1x paper strip with alphabet codex

This document contains



I do hope this letter finds you well. I have heard many a good 

thing about your curious eye, your vast sense of discovery,  

and your willingness to put yourself at risk in the pursuit of 

adventure. I count on these reports of your character being 

true. As optimistic as rumors may be with regards to your 

capabilities, time might betray us soon if we do not act now.

We have assembled a collection of artifacts and evidence and we 

are prepared to ship them to you with the utmost promptness, 

provided you can first prove you have the curious and sharp 

mind required for the task. In order to test your skills and 

determination, we have attached some telltales, hoping you will 

be able to make some sense out of them.

We are hoping you will be able to decipher these all by 

yourself, as much a delay as it may impose for us. I know time 

is of the essence, but the very nature of our club is to not 

trust blindly, merely for the sake of haste. We have found 

ourselves in difficult situations before, having put souls such 

as yours at risk, and we have learned the bitter consequences of 

carelessness.  

We are hoping to count you amongst our few, though trusted, 

associates. For we need all the help we can get.



BeforE you concern yourself blind, let me AssuRe 
you solvING THe ciphEr enclosed herein is a 
trivial, albeit fastidious, task. FoRget aboUt 
intrIcaTe cOncepts oF LIFe and nurturE, 
wingless cherubs, THe crEscenT; they aRE all 
mEaningless. CuriOUsly, it appears to be NoThing 
other than a StraIghTforward number’S game. 
Be patient, read carefuLly, and thE firSt anSwer 
will reveal itself wIthiN these meanderinG wordS.

A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z
1    2    3    4     5    6    7    8    9   10  11  12   13   14   15  16  17  18   19   20  21  22   23   24   25  26

AQW JCXG RTQXGP AQWT YQTVJ.
     DG RCVKGPV, VJG RCEMCIG KU QP KVU YCA.

W=



The following pages contain hints and the solution to each puzzle. If 
you need some help, make sure you only uncover one hint at a time!

Beware! Spoilers ahead!

Puzzle 1: The handwritten note

Hint 1 The note mentions the first answer is hidden within the words. Have you 
looked closely? Does anything look odd?

Hint 2 Upon closer inspection, it seems like a series of random letters in the note 
are capitalized. What could that mean?

Hint 3 Have you tried putting the capitalized letters together? A fastidious task 
indeed, but they might spell something out!

Solution Upon assembling of all the letters, a message reveals itself: “Bearing the 
Fruit of Life, the Tree counts its blessings.” What could it mean?



Puzzle 3: The alphabet codex

Hint 1
There’s nothing too special about this strip of paper: it’s just an alphabet, 
with the number of each corresponding letter below them. Why is there a 
mark around the letter W?

Hint 2 W is the 23rd letter of the alphabet. How many pieces of fruit were there in 
the Tree of Life illustration?

Hint 3
You counted 21 pieces of fruit in the Tree of Life illustration. What 
happens if you shift the whole alphabet by a few steps to align the letter W 
to spot 21? Perhaps researching what a Caesar Cypher is may help?

Solution

Shifting the whole alphabet by two spots –until the letter W aligns to 
number 21– will give a new, re-arranged alphabet that will help you 
decipher the cryptic note. For instance, E in a normal alphabet (spot 5) is 
G in the cryptic note (spot 7).

Once you’ve figured out each letter, a note reveals itself: “You have proven 
your worth. Be patient, the package is on its way.”

Puzzle 2: The Tree of Life illustration

Hint 1 This old illustration portrays a number of wingless cherubs holding the 
Tree of Life. Wait a second… Where have I read something about that?

Hint 2
The hidden message within the handwritten note says something about 
the Tree counting blessings... Could it be referring to the fruit it bears? 
Maybe you should try countring them all.

Solution There are 21 pieces of fruit in total in the illustration. Surely that number 
will help you decipher something else?


